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Abstract:
We present a prototype mobile phone application that implements a novel transportation mode
detection algorithm. The application is designed to run in the background, and continuously collects
data from built-in acceleration and network location sensors. The collected data is analysed
automatically and partitioned into activity segments. A key finding of our work is that walking
activity can be robustly detected in the data stream, which, in turn, acts as a separator for partitioning
the data stream into other activity segments. Each vehicle activity segment is then sub-classified
according to the vehicle type. Our approach yields high accuracy despite the low sampling interval
and does not require GPS data. As a result, device power consumption is effectively minimized. This
is a very crucial point for large-scale real-world deployment. As part of an experiment, the
application has been used by 495 samples, and our prototype provides 82% accuracy in
transportation mode classification for an experiment performed in Zurich, Switzerland. Incorporating
location type information with this activity classification technology has the potential to impact
many phenomena driven by human mobility and to enhance awareness of behavior, urban planning,
and agent-based modeling.

1. Introduction
“Much of our understanding of urban systems comes from traditional data collection methods such
as survey by person or by phone. ... They are hard to update and might limit results to a ‘snapshot in
time’ (Reades et al., 2007).”
Urban planners may not satisfy with the data that is collected by the methods such as survey by
phone or survey by Internet. This is because surveys usually collect data at a single point in time
while modern cities become more complex and exhibit very dynamic conditions. Regarding the
survey in transportation, people do not always make exact journey that they described on a survey. It
cannot cover every trip, which is limited in to collect average travel of the survey happened. It is also
difficult to measure changes unless two or more surveys are done at different temporal instances.
People are easily tired of such frequent survey requests. Moreover, this repetition makes surveys
expensive, time-consuming, and impractical.
In contrast, an emerging field of research uses mobile phones for “urban sensing” allowing us to
collect scientific data in a new and innovative way (Cuff et al., 2008). Essentially, this is a type of
“social sensing” with mobile devices enabling data collection from a large number of people in ways
that were previously not possible. It provides the opportunity to track multiple data points in real
time, and therefore to sample the dynamic behaviour and inherent complexity of human activity
within a city. The data points can be used to provide information and services not only to the
individual user (e.g., location-based information), but also to urban planners who can use it to gain
insight into the relationship between a city’s structure and its internal dynamics; for example, what
are the patterns of people movement? how large is a person’s geographic living scope? how effective
is a planner-proposed solution within the urban system? In addition, we can characterize the mobility
pattern of a city including evaluating efficiency through people's average moving distance, analyzing
the change of transportation hot spots, estimating the favorite transportation mode, comparing with
other cities, and monetizing the cost of socially-motivated inner-city travel.
Data capturing of human mobility become widely available in the real world by the advance of
diverse location sensing technologies (Campbell, 2006). However, despite its importance for urban
planning and traffic forecasting, our understanding of the basic individual patterns of real-time
human mobility remains limited due to the lack of tools to easily monitor and spatially-locate
individuals. Moreover, it is hard to get insight into disaggregated travel styles since there is a lack of
a medium or knowledge to automatically classify the different travel modes among the diverse
transportation types.
Our belief is that automating the process of obtaining individualized and disaggregated human
mobility will increase user participation in urban data collection and improve urban planning. For
example, including transportation mode identification enables users to obtain an extended analysis of
their travel patterns such as estimation of individualized CO2 emission or measures of personal
contribution to local transportation based on their trip diary. Urban planners will obtain more
detailed and real-time observations of urban dynamics. Amongst many other possibilities, it will
enable determining under which condition are vehicles or walking preferred and what kind of
environmental characteristics affect the transportation choice.
In this context, we exploit an emerging field: mobile crowdsourcing1. We focus on automatically
determining the travel mode used by an individual and analyse it to extract transport information. We
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Mobile crowdsourcing is a term that accounts crowdsourcing activities, which are supported by
mobile devices. Thanks to the recent development in mobile devices such as diverse sensors and

have studied approximately 500 sensing samples from anonymous mobile phone users in Zurich,
Switzerland whose acceleration measurements are logged during daily activities. For anonymity, all
sensing data (e.g., acceleration and location) is collected by randomly generated ID numbers, which
doesn’t include any personal information.
Our prototype system and method provides answers to the following two key questions.


How to convert a mobile phone’s sensor data into transportation information? During
movement, each travel mode (e.g. car, bus, tram, or train) has a different “signature” (e.g.,
rolling, waving, vibration, and/or acceleration pattern). Contrary to the general belief that a
phone's acceleration measurements contain only information about when a vehicle leaves and
stops, we found the cumulative set of acceleration measurements to be a very rich source of
information that can be exploited to determine travel activities and transportation choices. Our
method automatically classifies the travel mode by continuously inspecting readings from the
mobile phone acceleration sensors as well as network-based approximate location data.
While developing the transportation mode classification system, we found the heavy use of
sensing and data processing to potentially cause fast battery drain. In fact, most previous
research in mobility sensing (Hemminki et al., 2013) recognizes the problem of high battery
consumption. Thus, to minimize the impact on battery life and to permit long term sensing
periods (e.g.. weeks or months), our method focuses on providing a solution that does not use
high power-consuming subsystems on a phone (e.g., its GPS system).



How to provide an overall sensing process without disturbing daily phone use? The answer
demands a fully-optimized design process (e.g., the solution must carefully orchestrate phone
sensor types, sensing circles, processing procedure, detection algorithm, and server-user network
usage). While most mobile sensing applications require user input, our entire sensing and data
acquisition procedure operates in full automation. Users are not required to spend time manually
typing out location information. The sensing data is collected and delivered to a central server,
which subsequently measures and analyzes their urban activities. The computed results are
transmitted back to the mobile phone and optionally displayed, thus providing a visual means to
enhance awareness and environmental impact. Furthermore, we highlight two aspects of our
approach, “network-based location sensing” and “low-frequency sampling”, both of which help
improve battery efficiency and method automation.

Altogether, the main objectives of this article include




describing a mobile phone acceleration-sensor and network location-based transportation
mode detection algorithm which collects information for human mobility,
creating a prototype and preliminary deployment to collect field data in real urban
environments, and
providing an evaluation of the algorithm accuracy, battery efficiency, and a proposal for
future uses and possibilities.

In the following, Section 2 will provide a summary of recent work addressing limitations and related
problems. Section 3 will present the overall framework for the implementation, and Section 4 will
describe our solution to automatic travel mode classification, and Section 5 will show statistical
evaluations of our solution. Finally, we conclude with Section 6.

wireless network enables smartphone, the crowd-sourced information can be collected and shared
without any further difficulties for a larger scale of analysis.

2. State of the Art
Urban sensing (Campbell, 2006) enables us to collect scientific data in a new and innovative way. In
fact, this is a very useful type of crowd-sourced sensing (Demirbas, 2010), which enables collecting
urban data from a large number of people in ways that were previously not possible.
Miller (2013) stated that sensed transportation and geographic information can cultivate
transportation systems where participants share information and resources to solve operation
accessibility problems. Jane Gould (2013) emphasized mobile phones will bring new opportunities
enabling travel surveys as a medium of data collection.
Smartphones offer researchers the possibility to develop “crowdsourcing” applications that collect
information from an extensive number of individuals and open the door to studying the dynamics of
large populations (e.g., Joki et al., 2007; Murty et al., 2008, Turner et al., 2011). Moreover,
smartphone-based data collection is becoming increasingly important to transportation planning
(Barbeau 2011, Berlingerio et al., 2013) and to other planning agencies and private firms (e.g., Alt et
al., 2010).
Nevertheless, mobile crowdsourcing has not yet become a widespread medium for data collection
because most of the existing applications require active user input. Since users typically do not
receive any reward for their effort, they quickly lose interest and are not willing to collaborate
(Santos et al., 2010). A new research direction, called “social sensing”, collects data without
requiring any active user input (Kim et al., 2012; Madan et al., 2010; Adams et al., 2008; Asakura et
al., 2005). It is possible to use the sensors and stochastic algorithms on a smartphone to
automatically detect certain types of user activity. A related effort is to collect location data from
cellular phone tower use (Reades et al., 2007; Becker et al., 2013). This effort enables widespread
data collection at low cost. But, the collected data does not possess the information about
individualized activities that we seek.
CO2GO, an on-going project in the SENSEable City Lab of MIT, is a smartphone application that
aims to sense the transportation mode of users in order to estimate their CO2 emission level
(http://senseable.mit.edu/co2go/). Other similar on-going research efforts for detecting
individualized transportation mode (Bolbol et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2010) and estimating CO2
emission are Ecorio (ecorio.org), Carbon Diem (carbondiem.com), and recent work by the Helsinki
Institute (Hemminki et al., 2013).
In France, Pluvinet et al. (2012) and its continuous work (Gonzalez-Feliu et al., 2013) investigate
urban goods movement using a smartphone application. They show the result in diverse data
combinations: characteristics of the travel, CO2 emission per km and per company, type of road use,
and CO2 emission per street. This is a very good example of how crowd-sourced data is utilized in
urban planning.
In Oregon, U.S, the recent project “Emission Model Sensitivity Analysis” (Bell et al. 2013) builds on
the past project “Truck Road Use Electronics (TRUE)” to provide improved emissions estimation at
the project and regional level. The new project uses mobile phone GPS tracking to correct and
evaluate the level of error that might be encountered when such detailed data is not available by the
TRUE system. This integration, together with the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT),
demonstrate high confidence in adopting mobile phone based and hardware-based data collection.
However, all these efforts have two critical issues. First, the methodology used is very batteryintensive. For instance, all the aforementioned systems use GPS technology in order to determine
location, compute acceleration values, and perform way finding. Moreover, these systems assume
outdoor only usage, moderate to good weather, and high sampling frequency (Krasner, 2010). Thus,

high computing power and battery use is needed in order to obtain precise GPS measurements for
estimating movement and acceleration values (Paek et al., 2010). In addition, CO2GO has a fixed
sensing rate (25 times per second) and sensing window size range (1.28-5.12 second), which is very
demanding on computation and power resources. Further, in order to deduce meaningful patterns of
activities, applications need to run in the background for a long period of time. Such power-draining
applications are likely to be rejected by the users (Vasileios et al., 2010), as users do not want to
compromise the use of their device due to an application that is constantly running in the background.
Therefore, it is very important to develop an application that has high efficiency and does not impede
the user’s daily tasks. Second, none of the systems focus on detecting changes in the transportation
mode or on supporting long contiguous segments of transportation analysis (e.g., CO2GO has a
relatively short-term sampling window of 1.28 to 5.12 seconds). Hence, these previous methods are
less efficient at detecting transportation modes and are not able to robustly indicate the mode during
long and contiguous single transportation mode segments.
Our automatic approach determines transportation mode in a more flexible way. The sampling
window is dynamic. Thus, it can cover an entire vehicle travel period and it is automatically adjusted
based on the activities performed by the individual. While CO2GO performs a short-term GPS-based
signal comparison to predetermined templates, our method focuses on the activity context without
requiring the GPS. By detecting and using walking as a separator, articulated activities are
subdivided to individual activities and robustly classified using an adaptively determined sampling
window. Altogether, yielding automatic, high accuracy, and low-power consumption transportation
mode analysis.

3. CITYing
Our application was implemented and tested on Google’s Android platform. Android is among the
most popular smart phone operating systems (Jansen, 2011) and primarily adopts the Java
programming language. For testing and deployment we used several recent Android devices
including Google phones; i.e., Nexus S, Nexus Galaxy, Samsung Galaxy S I9000, and Galaxy S2
I9100.
For development, we used the Eclipse platform, a multi-language software development
environment including an integrated development environment (IDE). In addition, we used plugins
for supporting Android-specific development.

Fig. 1. Application GUI. Snapshots of a subset of the application GUI to control logging. Users simply install
and run the application “CITYing”. All running processes (e.g., sensor data logging, data transferring, and
data analysis and visualization) execute fully automatically.

The devices have acceleration sensors which can measure x, y, z-axis accelerations within a range of
+/- 2g and with a sensitivity of 256 LSB/g. A sensor of this type measures the acceleration applied to
the device (Ad). It does so by measuring forces applied to the sensor (F) using the equation:
Ad = -g - ∑F / mass
Regardless of the mobile phone company and type of sensor device, when the device is sitting idle
on a table the magnitude Atot of the 3D accelerometer reading is approximately g = 9.81 m/s2. Thus,
we subtract g from all acceleration magnitudes. Most devices use this standard, thus there is no need
for device-specific calibration.
Fig. 1 contains images of the CITYing graphical user interface (GUI). The application is launched by
the user and remains running in the background, letting other applications run normally. The
program then runs continuously in the background until stopped. Sensor data can be retrieved at any
time for automated data analysis.
While user can use the application without any user input, we also collect ground truth data during our
experimental deployment. Ground truth data collection consists of users keeping a log of their
activities – we include travel type buttons in our application that user can simply leave logs of their
actual travel types. The log contains three elements per line: time, travel mode, and location. Users
noted their activities every time they got on and off a vehicle, and also when they did a non-vehicle
activity. Our experimental deployment was within Zürich, and made use of the local trains, tram,
buses, walkways, and private cars.

4. Travel Mode Detection
Our approach uses the sensing values from acceleration and location sensors, and classifies the
transportation modes of the mobile phone user. Concisely, the detection process can be summarised
by the following three processes:




collect and analyse data,
detect walking segments and use them to partition the overall activities, and
perform travel analysis with segments having speed greater than 7km/h (i.e., the
maximum walking speed as defined by our experiment) and identify the travel mode.

4.1 Data collection and analysis
Our prototype application continually logs three fundamental types of data: i) date and time, ii) x-, y-,
and z-acceleration values, and iii) latitude and longitude values. Fig. 2a shows an example of the
data log file. Each row contains date and time, x-, y-, and z-acceleration values, and networkestimated latitude and longitude readings (year-month-day, hour: minute:second:milli-second/x-/y/z-acceleration/latitude/longitude/). Fig 2b shows 3D acceleration measure schema. The acceleration
sensor measures the acceleration applied to the device, including the force of gravity. When the
device is sitting on a table (and not accelerating), the accelerometer reads a magnitude of g = 9.81
m/s2. Similarly, when the device is in free fall and therefore rapidly accelerating toward the ground
at 9.81 m/s2, its accelerometer reads a magnitude of g = 0 m/s2. Therefore, to measure the real
acceleration of the device, the contribution of the force of gravity must be removed from the
accelerometer data.
The data is stored locally on each phone (in our prototype implementation) but could easily be
transmitted, in real-time, to a database server using the mobile data network services. The logging
process continually adds the next reading of the mobile phone sensors. The sampling interval is set

to 1 second by default. The operating system does not guarantee an exact sampling interval, but as
our results will show, the jitter is within an acceptable range. The mobile device can be carried in
any orientation, so the vector-valued acceleration is converted into a scalar. Therefore, the total
acceleration magnitude is calculated as the Euclidean length of the 3D acceleration vector (e.g.,

Atot = x 2 + y2 + z 2 ).

Fig. 2. Data logging and Sensor Coordinate System a) Data logging and Sensor Coordinate System. b) 3D
acceleration measure schema.

Upon examination of the logged data, we find that user walking can be robustly differentiated from
non-walking activities of the phone user. To visualize how the total acceleration values fluctuate
during a typical user session, we show in Fig. 3 the logged acceleration signal for an example period
of nearly one hour. This is a representation of raw data from a smartphone sensor. The ground-truth
activities provided separately by the user have been manually appended at the bottom of the graph.
As can be observed in Fig. 3, there are clearly discernable walking activities between each vehicle
activity. Specifically, the mean acceleration value of walking (12.4 m/s2) is typically about 27 times
higher than the mean acceleration of other activities (0 to 0.9 m/s2). Thus, it is highly distinguishable
(Shin, 2012) and enables an easy detection of walking as an activity.
The minimum walking acceleration value is determined empirically based on previous observations.
The instantaneous phone acceleration values during walking ranges from 0 to approximately 30 m/s2,
with the temporal average of 98% being above 10 m/s2. These values are primarily caused by the
movement of the phone when in the pocket, bag, or jacket of the user – they do not correspond
strictly to the continuous velocity or acceleration of the person. In contrast, the observed
instantaneous phone acceleration value when the user is in a vehicle is typically lower than 1 m/s2.
Therefore, after experimentation we determined 7 m/s2 as the minimum average walking acceleration
value for walking start/stop detection (i.e., during walking no average acceleration value is lesser
than 7 m/s2). It is worth noting that our temporal averaging of the acceleration values will classify
slightly discontinuous walking as a walking activity.

Fig. 3. Example of acceleration signal. In this example one-hour acceleration signal, the mobile phone user
progressed through multiple daily activities and transportation modes.

Once a walking interval is detected, it can then be utilized as a separator that marks the start and end
of an in-between activity. For instance, when riding a car, one has to previously walk to a car and
afterwards walk away from the car. A similar process occurs when taking the bus; e.g., one walks to
the bus stop, gets on the bus, and afterwards gets off the bus. Hence, every vehicle riding activity is
always surrounded by a pair of walking activities.

4.2 Activity segmentation and classification
Once the activities are separated, using walking as a separator, a bundle of activity segments can be
created from the logged data and the transportation mode assigned to each activity segment. An
activity segment is classified as ‘vehicle-riding’ if its average acceleration value is less than the
observed minimum walking acceleration value; else it is considered a walking activity. Fig. 4 shows
the experimental results of the accuracy changes for different sampling periods. It was tested from 1
to 10 seconds. A long sampling period can result in a small number of segments. Moreover, it could
miss an important segmentation. A short sampling period is more accurate but can produce
unnecessary segments. It indicates 4 to 6 seconds as a reasonable balance between segmentation
accuracy and number of segments – we wish to avoid over- or under-segmentation as well as provide
high-accuracy. For our later experiments, we choose a sampling period of 5 seconds to compute the
average acceleration value.

Fig. 4. Number of segments by different sampling periods

Fig. 5. Flow chart. A diagrammatic summary of the transportation mode detection algorithm.

The process of activity segmentation and classification is done using four separate algorithms. These
algorithms are summarized in Fig. 5 and are explained in the following four subsections.
Walk start detection
The first algorithm of transportation mode detection is finding the start of a walking activity. There
are two necessary conditions for the algorithm to confirm a point as the start of a walking activity:



the first condition is finding an average acceleration value greater than or equal to the
minimum walking acceleration (7 m/s2), and
the second condition is satisfying the first condition for at least another 10 seconds.

These conditions aim to filter out non-walking accelerations and, while not perfect, in practice we
observe significant accuracy, as will be shown later in the article.
Walk stop detection
The second algorithm of transportation mode detection is recognizing a stop in walking. Defining a
stop walking point also has two necessary conditions:



the first condition is finding an interval when five seconds of average acceleration is lower
than the minimum walking acceleration, and
the second condition is satisfying the first condition for at least another 55 continuous
seconds (e.g., the typical minimum train/bus travel time between two consecutive stops in
the city of Zurich).

The necessary conditions (of start and stop walking) help to avoid unnecessary walking activity
detection, such as when waiting for a crossing signal or idle time during a genuine walking activity.
In other words, the algorithm only determines a walk stop point when a user really stops walking
more than 55 seconds contiguously (e.g., rides on a bus and travels at least one bus stop station

without walking). Otherwise, it is considered that the walking activity is continued or vehicle riding
activity has not been started. The value of 55 seconds has been selected as the typical minimum time
for a public transportation bus or train in city Zürich and suburbs in Switzerland to travel between
two stops. This value has been derived from an analysis of public transportation schedules and
timetables. We set the minimum value in order to include all the cases. For example, bus line A has
28 stops and the total travel time is 25 minutes at 11 PM. The time for one stop is obtained by
averaging several such transportation lines, obtaining approximately 55 seconds between stops.
Clearly, the minimum travel time for filtering walk stop detection is city dependent.
Activity packaging
Once we detect start/stop walking, the next step is activity packaging. An activity segment is defined
in between each corresponding pair of adjacent stop and start walking points. We use the assumption
that during any one-activity segment, only one transportation mode is adopted. The aforementioned
filtering of small walking activities and the conditions for start/stop walking help to reduce the
amount of unnecessary activity segments. It is worth noting that if a segment of large acceleration is
converted to an activity segment, it can still be classified as walking (by means of not fitting into any
travel mode). Thus, over-segmentation into activity segments is not necessarily harmful.
Vehicle riding detection
The following algorithm for transportation mode detection classifies the activity as either vehicle
riding or not vehicle riding. We used average speed. This classification is calculated by using the
displaced distance that is measured by network-based location data and the duration of the activity
segment. If the average speed is greater than 95% of the highest walking speed (i.e., 7km/h as per
(Ashburner et al., 2011)) then the activity is determined a vehicle riding activity. Altogether, the
aforementioned algorithms enable extracting walking or vehicle-riding activity segments from sensor
data and can be used for a more in-depth analysis within selected activities.

4.3 Sample cleaning
The activity classifying method described in this article mainly relies on sampling acceleration
values. It requires extracting pure acceleration samples during travel. Therefore we implemented the
following sample cleaning methods:
 Pure vehicle riding data extraction: When the individual uses public transportation there are
sequential behaviours (e.g. people wait for a bus by standing or strolling, people walk into a
bus when a bus arrives, and people walk off the bus when they arrive at the destination).
Therefore, from the first moment the stop-walking activity is detected, we ignore samples until
the location changes sufficiently. The tolerance of the location change value follows the 95%
of the highest walking speed (i.e., 7km/h as per (Ashburner et al., 2011)).
 Filtering sudden walking in a vehicle: Passengers may walk while in a vehicle, such as a train
or bus. Thus, we filter short walk sequences that may occur inside a vehicle activity segment.

4.4 Travel Mode Detection
To determine the travel mode of a vehicle-ride activity, we estimate an acceleration profile for each
mode and use it to classify particular acceleration behaviour into one of the recognized travel modes.
In our application, we support trains, buses, and cars. While their acceleration profiles are not
guaranteed to be disjoint, we have found in practice relatively well-separated behaviour –

considering we already know that we are on a vehicle. As per Section 3.2, we only need to determine
which mode of transportation. Thus, during a calibration run of our application, we capture several
datasets of acceleration readings for each travel mode and fit a Gaussian distribution curve to each.
Therefore we can recognize the travel mode by matching the predefined acceleration profiles.

Fig. 6. Acceleration distribution on different vehicles. It shows the distribution of each vehicle’s mean
acceleration value.

Fig. 6 presents the Gaussian distribution curves that correspond to the acceleration level of each
travel mode (i.e., train, tram, car, and bus) obtained during the calibration run of 78 datasets in
Zürich (Shin, 2012). In this graph, we show trams (e.g., small in-town trains) and regional trains
separately, but we classify them collectively as train/tram.
The green line represents the acceleration distribution of (regional) trains, which has the lowest
acceleration of all. The tram has a slightly higher acceleration level than the (regional) train, but still
has a very low level of acceleration. The blue curve represents the bus’s acceleration level, and the
car’s acceleration is between the train and the tram. Based on this clustered distribution of each
vehicle’s acceleration, we defined the two separation values to classify different vehicle types.
Fig. 7 shows the trend how the accuracy is changed by shifting the separation value. For instance, if
the separation value 0.290 in Fig. 7b is shifted to the lower one 0.250, then the vehicle classified as a
car between the values 0.25 and 0.29 will be classified as bus. This will increase the accuracy of bus
detection since it has wider range, however it will decrease car detection accuracy. Therefore, the
thresholds are chosen to maximize the overall accuracy using our calibration runs: train/tram = [0,
0.072], car = [0.072, 0.290], and bus = [0.290, 1.0].

Fig. 7. Changes of classification accuracy (%) versus changes of separation values. a) The accuracy trends
when the lower separator (0.072) is changed (The higher separation value is fixed in 0.290.), b) The accuracy
trends when the higher separator (0.290) is changed (The lower separation value is fixed in 0.072.)

Fig. 8. Cross validation (accuracy vs. altering number of samples). a) Accuracy (%) versus number of
samples. b) Separator distribution by random sample selection.

In order to see the credibility versus different number of samples, we measure the accuracy 10 to 70
samples by 10-sample steps. Each step has five different random samples generating separators and
we compare the accuracy with the rest of samples, which have a ground truth data. Fig 8. shows
accuracy versus changes in the number of samples. It reached the 98% of maximum accuracy with
40 samples. This result shows that we can calibrate the separator values if we have more than around
40 samples. In this research we obtain 495 segmented sample sets in Zurich. For the fine calibration,
we collectively select 78 sample sets (30 users), which include ground truth data. In this
measurement, we used simple random sampling. Random sampling eliminates bias by giving all
individuals an equal opportunity to be chosen (Moore & McCabe, 1989) in urban legend and this
identification algorithm is not related to population characteristics but to acceleration, therefore
simple random sample is our solution.
In order to compare acceleration concentrations subjected to transportation mode, we performed
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and t-tests. Differences in concentrations of acceleration were
observed by different modes. Results indicate vehicle acceleration changes of bus are significantly
larger, while those of train are relatively smaller than other modes with statistical significance.
ANOVA and t-tests with multiple comparisons reveal that all three groups have different
acceleration rates at the 1% level of significance (Table 1, 2). These tests verify our solution for

vehicle classification uses statistically significant thresholds. All descriptive computations and
statistical analyses were made using SAS software (version 9.2).

Table 1. Results of One-way ANOVA

Table 2. Multiple Comparisons between Different Modes (t-test)

5. Evaluation results
We have performed several deployments and accuracy evaluations of our application. The following
figures are based on comparing the results of our method to ground truth using data collected by 30
users. Users noted their activities every time they got on and off a vehicle, and also when they did a
non-vehicle activity. This annotated log enabled us to create the ground-truth for each dataset. The
recorded activity was within Zürich, and made use of the local trains, tram, buses, walkways, and
private cars.

Table 3. Accuracy of our transportation mode detection algorithm. The algorithm was evaluated by using
ground truth data. Our method achieved, on average, 82.05% accuracy.

Fig. 9. An example of half hour acceleration signal and output data from the detecting algorithm.

Fig. 9 shows detailed results from our transportation mode detection algorithm for one example
dataset. The detection output shows 6 segmentations (except for walking) are classified and three

segmentations among them are identifies to vehicle ridings. The graph at the top plots the
acceleration values during multiple activities. The ground truth activities indicated by the user have
been overlaid on the graph. Unlabelled regions correspond to walking. The text below the graph is a
verbose output of the Java application implementing the vehicle mode detection algorithm. The
application detected six non-walking activities (line no. 6, 11, 16, 24, 29, 34) and these six activities
correspond correctly with the ground truth activities (i.e., 100% accuracy). Furthermore, when
factoring in moving distance, the three activities (i.e., line no. 6, 29, 34) were recognized as vehicle
riding activities. Travel mode detection is not shown here – will be in a later figure. As can be seen,
despite the variety of activities, our algorithm is able to correctly classify the transportation mode of
the smartphone user, without hindering on the person’s activities.
We present the accuracy of the transportation detection algorithm in Table 3. We compare the
ground-truth values to our algorithmically computed values in order to compute the accuracy values
for each user. For the column labelled ‘Verification’, we count the total number of matches, and
divide by the total number of samples for the dataset. Our overall accuracy is 82.051%.

Table 4. Accuracy matrix for travel type detection.

In Table 4, we evaluate our additional algorithm for detecting the travel mode. The left column lists
ground truth data, which comes from the user. The top row indicates the supported travel modes. The
table shows the accuracy of each activity type and the percentage of misclassifications. The activities,
Walk and Tram/Train, are classified as high accuracy with above 88%, while Car and Bus have 7680% accuracy and 15-19% of misclassification.
Implementing a battery-optimized application is challenging work for an application that should run
for a long time and using phone sensors. Even though mobile phone companies keep improving
battery capacity, many recent surveys (Ferreira et al., 2011 Carroll et al., 2010) still indicate that the
most common complaint of smartphone users is poor battery life. Thus, we seriously considered
battery efficiency from the initial moment of the research and we adopted the following aspects to
optimize it.
 high-efficiency activity classification - our program makes activity segments with separators
(i.e., walking signal) first and then selectively performs in-depth travel mode analysis;
 low sampling rate - we experimentally determined that a sampling interval of 1 second is
sufficient; and
 non-GPS technology used in location sensing - we use network-based location sensing
technology which is practical to use in most indoor/outdoor locations and weather conditions.
Fig. 10 shows the actual amount of the battery consumption. Normal usage, (a) of Fig. 10, implies
basic use, including network use, default Android data synchronizing service enabled, 3G network
service, Wi-Fi, a messenger application, a Google email application, and default media sync
functions. The horizontal axis corresponds to hours of continual use and the vertical access to
percent of battery power remaining.:

Fig. 10. Battery efficiency of CITYing. The figure shows (a) the average battery consumption in normal usage
and (b) battery consumption when the CITYing is running continuously under normal usage.

6. Conclusions and future work
We have presented a method for urban data collection, sensing and classifying of diverse
transportation activities using smart phone sensors. Our automatic method performs transportation
mode classification at the urban scale and runs on today’s smartphones. Our solution is concerned
with high battery-life efficiency but without losing accuracy and without disturbing user’s daily
mobile phone use -- since mass participation is necessary to form our large-scale crowdsourcing
environment. In this context, our low sampling rate, network based location sensing, and robust
detection algorithm are implemented and experimented, yielding high accuracy results.
Our algorithm exploits that walking has significantly different acceleration levels as compared to
other transportation modes and every vehicle-riding activity is always surrounded by walking. We
implemented a walking detection algorithm, a vehicle activity packaging procedure, and a travel
mode classification method. Finally, we provide a Java-based Android smart phone application
implementing the entire approach. Also, it is able to filter out noisy readings with minimal effort and
has very large tolerance in location accuracy (i.e., does not need GPS readings) – it doesn’t rely on
the precise location sensing, so it is practical to use in most indoor/outdoor locations and weather
conditions.
Our approach is not without limitations. Our activity classification is based on a case study of Zurich
and immediate suburbs in Switzerland. Currently, we are extending experimentation to other cities:
Singapore, London, and Seoul. Not all travel modes, in all cities, can necessarily be classified with
our approach. Therefore, our future plan includes extending the case study into other cities with
potentially other travel modes.
Future work. There are several avenues of future work. First, we are developing a user-friendly
application which will provide intuitive visualizations of long term user activities. Since all the data
is rooted in individual activities, the information can help people realize the outcome of their
transportation decisions and activities. This is a very important aspect of this research, since it can
lead to a real sustainable urban environment by raising awareness. This educational effect will
hopefully lead to people changing their behaviour to the benefit of the environment.
Second, we would like to integrate semantic notions into the classification scheme. This semantic
information can help to improve classification accuracy (e.g., by recognizing home and work

location (Calabrese et al., 2013) and knowing the route that is most likely taken each day) and
further analysis. Semantic and more in-depth analysis can also create more sophisticated patterns of
behaviour that can be applied to social sensing applications. For instance, “Google Now” delivers
information based on the user’s location and requirements. It could notify the user of traffic, provide
a train schedule or favourite sports team’s score. Such an application works based on location and
time. However if we can append semantic user data (e.g. detected travel mode and activity sequence)
to the location and time data, we can deduce probable user activities and provide more related
information on a need to know basis.
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